Today's storage systems have a major issue for the long-term storage of massive amounts of unstructured data. The reliability and availability of that fortune of data become important factors. So, distributed storage system is essential for many large-scale organizations. It is challenging that how to access the distributed data from a place. In this paper, a structure of the Bloom filter array (BFA) is proposed to get time and space efficiency in distributed storage system. The proposed structure that can efficiently lookup the queries will be discussed from the algorithm perspective and then evaluate BFA through simulations.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, organizations have struggled under heavy burden of its data. On the other hand, as storage system grows larger and more complex, many file systems have emerged focusing on specialized requirements such as data sharing, remote file access, distributed file access, parallel files access, high performance computing, archiving etc.
The boost of massive amount of data in storage system results in large bandwidth and high latencies demands to provide fault tolerant continuous access in distributed storage system. Many research communities have attempted to solve these availability and reliability issues by various ways. Nevertheless, how to lookup the massive amount of data is a common consideration in many different techniques.
For looking up data in P2P, the method based on the distributed hash table (DHT) is actively researched [9, 11, 12, 14] . In the method with DHT, the load of the network is smaller than that of pure P2P to which the query is flood. Moreover, the load of the server can be widely distributed in the method compared with hybrid P2P. But there is a problem of costing for maintenance.
On the other hand, the method of looking up data by using the Bloom filter is researched so far [1, 5, 8, 13] . The resource on the distributed systems can be efficiently looked up by forwarding the query using the Bloom filter.
In this paper, we will present a method to look up data in distributed storage system without the need of query forwarding. Array structure of the Bloom filter is used to decide whether a specific attribute value belongs to a given set.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the related works of the system. Section 3 explains some theory backgrounds and Section 4 introduces the proposed system with the algorithm analysis. The performance evaluation through simulation is presented in Section 5.Then we conclude the paper with future work in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
There are many researches and proposed methods for solving the query of a specific content to the distributed systems. One of the methods to change the direction where the query is forwarded with the Bloom filter of the networked site is the attenuated Bloom filter [13] . In the attenuated Bloom filter, each node manages a table of the Bloom filters. The node can know the hops from the node to the target node in the network by exchanging the table of Bloom filters with the adjacent node. And it can forward the query to the adequate adjacent node. However, this method cannot fix the upper bound of the number of query forwarding. Chord algorithm [14] which is the one of the DHT is used for the method of the query forwarding in the Bloom filter [15] . And another research proposed the management method of the Bloom filter with Btree structure for information retrieval [16] . It showed that the number of Bloom filters can be less than that of the Bloom filter with fixed ring structure and there is the speed improvement of the query processing of each node. But in the previous methods, there is the network limitation such as bandwidth and latency because the query must hop between nodes. In this paper, the proposed BFA method does not need to consider the barrier of the network.
Bloom filter, as a space efficient data structure, can support query (membership) operations with ) 1 ( O time complexity since a query operation needs to probe constant-scale bits in Bloom filters. Standard Bloom filters [2] have inspired many extensions and variants, such as the compressed Bloom filters [10] , the space-code Bloom filters [7] , the spectral Bloom filters [17] , distributed Bloom filter [19] and the beyond Bloom filters [3] . The counting Bloom filters [5] are used to support the deletion operation and represent a set that changes over time. Multi-Dimension Dynamic Bloom Filters (MDDBF) [1] supports representation and membership queries based on the multi-attribute dimension. A novel Parallel Bloom Filters (PBF) and an additional hash table [18] can maintain multiple attributes of items and verify the dependency of multiple attributes, thereby significantly decreasing false positive rates. Whenever space is a concern, a Bloom filter can be an excellent alternative to storing a complete explicit list.
BLOOM FILTER
Bloom Filters (BFs) provide space-efficient storage of sets at the cost of a probability of false positives on membership queries. A Bloom filter is traditionally implemented by a single array of M bits, where M is the filter size. On filter creation all bits are reset to zeroes. A filter is also parameterized by a constant k that defines the number of hash functions used to activate and test bits on the filter. Each hash are set to 1. If not, a is not in the set S . If so, a is regarded as a member of S with a false positive probability, which suggests that set S contains an item a although it in fact does not. Generally, the false positive is acceptable if it is sufficiently small. The time complexity of a standard bloom filter is a fixed constant
completely independent of the number of items in the set. Use of Bloom filters have a strong space advantage over other data structures for representing sets, such as self-balancing binary search trees, tries, hash tables or simple arrays or linked listed of the entries. Most of these require storing at least the data item themselves, which can require anywhere from a small number of bits to arbitrary number of bits.
THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
As an ongoing research, a system to replicate data in largescale distributed storage system is being developed for space efficiency and reliability guarantee. A client will operate by sending the fingerprints of a file to a randomly selected storage node as an agent server. In the server, the fingerprints are checked to see if it is in the cache. If so, there will be existing segments. If it is not, a Bloom filter is checked to determine whether the fingerprint is likely to exist in the storage volume. If it is a hit, the corresponding list of fingerprints is loaded into the cache. And then return response of which segments have already existed and their associated reliability levels and then the system is going to do the rest of the flow. The detail system flow is omitted in this paper and the performance of the Bloom filter lookup is only emphasized.
A simple data structure called bloom filter is used to get a fast lookup on each node. When a request comes, Bloom filter array (BFA) starts to return the hit/ miss response. Each node has a bloom filter maintaining fingerprints of locally stored chunks and the bloom filters of other nodes as an array. Figure 2 shows the structural representation of Bloom filter array. Figure 3 , a query to a Bloom filter array is encoded as a fingerprint with k independent hash functions. In the BFA, there are n Bloom filters and the bit positions of the queried fingerprint are compared with those of each Bloom filter. If all matches are non-zeros, it can be said that the query is presented in the Bloom filter array.
Algorithm Analysis
The efficiency of a Bloom filter depends on some key parameters. The more the number of hash functions ( k ) and the size of filter ( M ) are used, the more the computation and the space and the lower the false positive rate will be got. Moreover, if the Bloom filter array is arranged by the access frequency, the operations on the BFA can be done in bloom filter [10, 7, 16, 17, 3, 6 ] to get better performance, the most basic one is used for simplicity.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the BFA is simulated by using the large amount of random data and the performance is measured in terms of query accuracy and the memory overhead. . Figure 4 shows that the accuracy of BFA is proportionally high depending on the bit per element ratio and the space used by PBA is linear to the number of items to get a specified false positive probability.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, the efficient way to retrieve required data from distributed storage system is presented. The Bloom filter array approach is introduced to improve lookup efficiency. The proposed system is evaluated with various workloads and showed that the system can save time and space utilization in the distributed storage system using BFA. In this paper, the simulation using Bloom filter array to retrieve the specific facts in distributed storage system is only demonstrated at this time. The system is still in progress and the complete system integrating with this BFA approach will be presented at future.
